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FRONTIER REMINISCENCES. 

By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL T. S. DUDDING, O.B.E:, 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

(Oontinued from p; 270.) 

The organization of the transport into an orderly body was at first a 
somewhat complicated process, as it consisted of innumerable camels 
and mules with drivers unused to military ways, and of whom a very large 
number did not appear to understand the lingua franca. At first on the 
departure of the main body from the camp on its advance it was followed 
by a seething crowd of animals and their drivers blocking up the one roadway 
leading down from the camp into the river bed, resulting in great delay and 
confusion, and intermingling of animals of different units. This was speedily 
remedied by the construction of more tracks to and from the river-bed 
and the preliminary parking of the animals in it ready to follow on 
immediately after the troops. With such 'large numbers of animals 
the length of the column was too 'great for single file. Straggling delayed 
the advance of the troops, as it was very necessary 'to move as a whole, 
otherwise ample opportunities would be given to the enemy to hamper 
us in the rear. It is very surprising that in the early stages at any rate 
80 little advantage was taken by him of this obvious opportunity. 
To speed up the progress of the transport a double line of animals two 
abreast was maintained along the river bed, 'and, on reaching a 
camping ground on the top of the cliffs parties were detailed to make 
tracks up these to enable the animals to bring the baggage into camp. 
This frequently led to delay' in getting settled in, when the advance had 
been held up by a stubborn resistance, and on more than one occasion 
the whole force had te return to its original camp through faIlure to make 
sufficient headway during the daylight hours to enable a suitable camp to be 
gained before dark. At other times it was not feasible for the animals 
to remain in the upper camp, and they had to remain parked in the river 
bed, where special picqueting arrangements had to be made. It was on 
these occasions. that, despite all precautions, the enemy would relieve us 
periodically of two or three camels. It was always a mystery how he 
could do it without anyon.e detecting him. 

The camping ground at Kotkai consisted of a large terraced plateau over
hanging the river with ample room for all, though the access was at first 
not too good. But the tracks were increased and improved, and additional 
ones made for watering purposes and for the move forwards. The force 
remained here for nine days, collecting stores, strengthening the camp, 
picquet making and preparing for the further advance. Brisk attacks were 
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made by the enemy on the supporting troops and we incurred sonre- 150 
casualties. In one of these Lieutenant Kenny of the 4/39 Garhwal -Rifles 
and a small party of his men covered themselves with glory by remaining 
to cover the withdrawal of wounded over very difficult ground, but gave up 
their lives in doing so. For this he was awarded a posthumous V.C. 

About four miles abeadof Kotkai was the famous Ahnai Tangi where the 
river bed narrowed to some eighty feet In width, the hills overhanging it 
and ahead forming a very strong line of defence against an oncoming foe. 
On January 7 the force advanced with a view to seizing the tangi, but 
being held up in- its attempt to establish picquets on commanding ground 
had- to return to Kotkai. Th~seoperations had to be repeated on the 9th 
and again on the 10th. Some;advance was made by the establishment of 
a one brigade camp in tl;!e river bed at Ghurlama Kach. It WitS at this 
point that the G.O.C. decided to depart from the usual frontier method of 
doing all the fighting by day and" digging in " at night until the following 
day. On January 11, by the adoption of a night march he surprised the 
enemy and .seized the ground on both sides of the river at Apnai below 
the Tangi; this enabled him to bring the main body and the whole of 
his transport from Kotkai, and with a nearer starting point to have a bett'er 
chance of advance the same day after forcing the Tangi. 

The 12th and 13th were occupied in making roads from the Ahnai Camp 
to the river bed, the access having been prolonged and difficult, and in the 
dark hours of the early morning of the 14th the advance through the Tangi 
and upon the formidable positions beyond was commenced. - The force 
actually engaged on:these, operations in which the enemy disputed the 
passage most stubhorniy Was as follows:-

(1) Advanced, gua~d,' consisting of infantry It battalions, artillery 
Indian mountain l>attery(one section), signals, sappers and miners, an 
A~p.S. party c()nsisting, a.pproximateJy of one section of a field ambulance 
less its camel tran:sport putwith~ additional bearers, and the usual water 
paJ;ty. rrhis force advanced along the river bed in the dark through the 
tangi, the heights on, either side of, which ha<.l been previously occupied 
and picqueted:, 

:(2) Special flank, guard consisting of infantry 2 companies with its 
regimental medical party and two stretcher squads from the field ambu
lance; this was instructed to proceed along the top of a high ridge and 
make good the heights which towered above the river on the right of the 
advance to a' nearly sheer height of 90Q feet. This ridge of the Konrrange 
terminated in a point known as Flathead Left, which was commanded by 
an()the:r point to the east: -known as Flathead Right, and to the north l>Y 
the Marble Arch Cliffs; the latter also commanded any advance up tpe 
river ped. 

" (3): Main 'body, consisting of cavalry 1 troop, artillery 2 mountain 
b!J..tteries (less 3 sE:lctions), infantryl! battalions; pioneers 1 battalion, and 
sapper~ aIld miners 1 'COmpany (less parties, with advanced guard), fi~ld 
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336 FTontieT Reminiscences 

ambulances I!, plus transport consisting of between 4,000 and- 5,000 
animals. 

(4) Rearguard, consisting of infantry 2 battalions, artillery 2 sections. 
- Very material assistance was given by the Air Force, whose low flying 

machine gunning was invaluable. -
The resistance from the enemy on Flathead Left and Marble Arch was 

very strong. The situation on the former became very critical,' dl}e 
to ammunition-running out and numerous casualties, but was saved by the 
fine hand.to~handfighting of the Gurkhas in which stones had to be 
employed in -lieu of other missiles, and by the timely arrival of reinforce
ments. The fire from Marble Arch held up the advance' along the river 
bed, but the eneniy suffered many casualties from our guns, rifles and 
aeroplanes. Two· of the latt-er were shot down, one being compelled to 
descend in the river bed ahead of the advance, but the rushing forward of 
a covering party enabled its occupants to run back into our lines. \ 

All the transport was now massed in the river bed close behind the 
main body, and as the day was getting far advanced, the G.O.C. decided to 
try and hold the heights we had already taken at considerable loss to our
selves and to risk the occupation of a'thoroughly bad position in the river 
bed on some cultivated ground -at Asa Khan. Commanded as it was by 
heights strongly held by the enemy, with our own small parties hanging on 
by the skin of their teeth through the night to the positions they had so 
hardly won, and with animals and men packed -en masse on an exceed
ingly small area, which was continuously under long-distance fire from the 
enemy and likely to be untenable if anyone of our positions was retaken, 
the situation was not an enviable one. Our casualties were heavy, amount
illg to 390, of whom lK were British officers, 9 being killed and 6 wounded. 
Only one medical unit could open, and that in a very cramped form owing 
to the small area of ground available. It had been possible to send back 
only a few of the earliest casualties to Kotkai, so practically the whole of 
the wounded had to be kept untii the following day, when some 200 of the 
_ worst cases were evacuated. Owing to the great demand on the medical trans
port, the remainder of the sick had to remain another day when a further 
200 were sent down the line; - The medical units at Kotkaiwere hard pushed 
to cope with such numbers and the transport available was insufficient for 
their complete disJ.1losal. These units, as far as can be remembered; 
consisted of a (50 patients) combined staging section and two sections 
ofa field ambulance (50 patients); With considerable assistance from 
the administrative staff of the camp the situation was dealt with, 
transport being sent up from J andola, and extra tentage, blankets, etc., 
furnished. . --

The enemies' casualties had been heavy-at least 400 as ascertained 
later-and he was evidently considerably disbea~teri.ed -at his inability to 
drive us back from a position in which the ground was all in his.favour. 
Considering t?e massing of the animals, it is surprising that there were so 
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few casualties amongst them, as the area they occupied was subject 
throughout to long range fire. 'l'he disregard of the camels to this was 
amusing at times, as here one could be seen s~ratching with its hind legs 
at the point of entrance of a spent bullet as if it were dealing with a 
biting fly, whilst another with a contemptuous shake of the head 
dislodged a missile which was inconveniencing his nostrils or his cheek 
temporarily: 
. The extreme steepness of the heights made the task of the ammuuition 
mules a very difficult one, the foothold for four-footed beasts being very 
precarious. One mule of a pair after climbing up 900 feet lost its foothold, 
and chained to his fellow, dragged him down the slope with himself. 
The two of them were observed rolling down the sheer face of the cliff 
fastened togetber inextricably by .tbeir leadingcbains and tying them
selves into extraordinary knots. Their loads breaking away from them 
increasedtbe. rapidity of their descent, which was accompanied l?y a 
small avalanche of stones and boulders, but the bond which had held them 
together throughout their daily toil was not severed. And so they speedily 
passed ,united . to. what seemed their inevitable end. But to our 
astonisbment when they ciune to a final stop just above tbe river bed, after 
a rest ofa seco~d or two to recover tbeir wind and to make sure tbat tbere 
waf? no further roll to come, one just got up followed by the other, tbey 
both shook themst:llves and then calmly smelled around still "en paire," 
to see wbat grazing they could find. 

For the next three, days the force remained at Asa I(hanevacuating its 
casualties, getting up further supplies, strengthening tbe position, and 
establishing further picquets in advance of camp. As was customary after 
receiving heavy losses theeneiny lashkars, disheartened, began to disperse 
to their villages with their wounded and dead, thus loosenIng their hold o~ 
the strong positions ioccupied by them. This enabled us to seize, Marble 
ArcQ and other strong points with little opposition and loss, and so make 
good the route for our further advance to Sorarogba, whicb wasaccom
plished on January 18 at a comparatively small loss. Our additional 
casualties after the passage of the Tangi amounted to fifty only. 

'l'be advantages ofusiI;lg the dark bours before the daylight for advanc
ing up, to enemy positions were now appreciated to the fuil, much to our 
gain.' and the enemy's loss and discomfiture. He was not accustomed to 
having his nights disturbed, many of his men withdrawing in the ev~ning 
to their villages and caves. He looked on this method of fighting as takIng 
a mean advantage. He was further deprived to a. very large extent of the 
value of his rifle, he could not see his foes until they were close to hiin', 
nor was the cover, at the taking of wbich amongst the rocks and boulders in 
his natural coloured garb he was an adept, of any use to him. But to 
-carry a night advance .,out successfully needed troops well disciplined, 
steady, with their wits about them and well able to endure exposure and 
fatigue. 

22 
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, . ·The camp at Sora~ogba'was situated on open ground overhanging and 
30q feet above the river bed. Befor~ it, could; be reached by the tran!;lport, 
tracks for the ascent had to be made by the pioneers; after the taking of 
cert;tin advanced positions and the establishillent9fpermanent picquets in 
~hem, it. formed a very suitable raoluy area for a permanent camp despite the 
disadvantage of having to lift our water up fro in the river bed, and it filled 
a badly wanted neE;ldin giving us !J. landing ground for our aeroplanes. 
The stay of nine days here Was as us'ual occupied in making preparations 
for the' further advance, collecting impplies' and giving the troops a rest, 
which was needed, as we had fought no less than twenty actions in the last 
thirty days. Moreover; the weather had begun to deteriorate, and rain 
and snow. commenced to fall, 'which began to have their effects on the less 
hardy among the troops; and a certain amount of influenza increased our 
'numbers for evacuation. " 

Ahead of us lay some formidable country along our river route, com~ 
mencing with another tangi---':Barari-to be forced. This was flanked on 
either side by commrtnding positions, Barari Left a;nd Right, and ahead, after 
a bend in the river bed, three strong heights, Barari Centre, the Barrier 
and Gibraltar, were very definite blocks to further advance until the enemy 
could be driven from them. The preparations for securing and establishing 
picquets on the two Tangi positions and another known as the Bluff cost 
us some sixty casualties. The occupation of these enabled us to pass 
through the Tangi on January 28 in the hope of reaching a camp at 

,Bangiwala. But this was not to be, as the nature of the terrain gave the 
~'8iiemy several exceedillgly powerful positions whose full strength could not 
be foreseen until we actually reached them. Under cover of darkness the 
advanced troops, after some slight opposition in the Tangi, took possession 
of Barari Centre, and by dawn were in a position to launch an attack 011 

the formidable Barrier. This hill had a difficult steep ascent from our side, 
a narrow ridge a few feet wide on the top, ano. an easy slope falling away 
on the far side, so that it provided an excellent position for the enemy. 
Fortunately, the night march had taken them by surprise, and we gained 
possession of it with practically no opposition. 

But Gibraltar delayed the further advance owing to accurate sniping 
'from a party of the enemy situated in wooded nullas and ravines from which 
it was difficult to dislodge them. However, this was done eventually, and 
Gibraltar was occupied and picqueted,but as it was now late in the day it 
was decided to form camp for the night at Ahmedwan on the arable Kachs 
in .the river bed with a view to advancing the next day. A very disturbed 
night ensued chiefly owing to some of the young troops, who were occupying 
the ridges of the hills immediately overhanging the camp imagining an 
attitck from the enemy in every noise they thought they heard. It was 
known that, the lashkars from far around were concentrating in strength 
:just ahead.oC Bangiwala, and so it was very necessary to be vigilant. 'l'he 
weather, too, had changed for the worse, rain and snow falling, and the 
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camp became a quagmire and impassable for the'transport, so further 
operations had to be postponed for four days. Our casualties which had 
amounted to sixty-nine were evacuated, and we occupied ourselves in 
reconnaissance and making stone pathways for ourselves and the transport 
to enable us to get out of the soft river silt on which we were encamped. 
Enemy sniping from the woodlands could not be kept down completely, and 
they made themselves very objectionable in this respect at nigbt just at 
the time of our evening meal, of which they appeared to be fully aware. 
'l'he material damage can sed was small, a few animals being wounded, and 
one of the veterinary officers reported the disintegration of his bottle of 
hairwash by a bullet when he was sitting in his tent. ' 

The enemy had been strongly reinforced, and the Afghan leader, Shah 
Daula, had joined them with two guns from which great things were hoped. 
In view of the strong opposition expected, a night advance was resolved 
upon and carried out with great success, with the result that we were able 
to make two miles of ground before the enemy expected the move and so 
to force him to evacuate positions held by him. All the objectives were 
gained with the small loss of thirty-four, and camp was established at Aka 

. Khel soon after daybreak. Shah Daula's guns had taken up a position in 
front of a cave at Shin Konr, but after a few ineffective rounds, most of 
which did not burst, they were speedily silenced by a section of our 2'75 
howitzers from the Aka Khel Plateau. Discouraged by the failure of these 0 

guns and the loss of their positions, the lashkars began to scatter again, 
and pushing on our successes by further night marches, Janjal was occupied 
on the 5th, and Piazza Raghza on February 6, with the loss of only nine 
more casnalties due to the enemy. 

But these were our least hardships. The 'feather was atrocious, with 
rain, snow and biting winds. The night march from Aka Khel was under
taken in a snowstorm with the thermometer registering 25° of frost. The 
tortuous stream was frozen at its edges, aud the continuous crossing and 
re-crossing of this in the biting wind resulted in the meu's legs being 
covered with a casing of ice. '1'0 proceed to occnpy positions, to wrench 
up stones from the frozen ground for picquet construction, and to remain 
on them in this condition made a great demand on the physical and mental 
powers of the troops-and therefore it was not surprising that we had a 
number oC cases of frost-bite. But we had been prepared for this, and had 
previously issued instructions as to anti-frostbite precautions; it was in 
great part due to the carryiilg out of these that the numbers incapacitated 
were not greater. The medical units disposed of 120 cases, but there were 
many more minor ones in the units who were able to carry on with the 
timely aid of massage, foot powder, and dry socks . 

. Piazza Ragbza became one of our staging posts on the line of com
munications. It was a good camp on a plateau' above the river and the 
force remained here for ten daYR, collecting supplies which, owing' to the 
snow and rain was completed with difficulty, woodcutting combined with 
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village destruction, rQad making and preparing for the future advance. 
Tht;l slopes of many of the hills were now covered with a stunted oak which 
provided a certain amount of fuel, but also gave cover to the enemy. A 
further t~enty-eight casualties occurred here as a result of enemy action, 
night sniping being a regular feature. 

The enemy had been trying to reopen negotiations in a fitful manner. 
They had failed to carry out the agreement arrived at in Jandola in 
December, and were now told that as they had not complied with its con
ditions, it was null and void, and that the' advance would continue to 
Makin and Kanigurram. These would be destroyed if an increased number 
of rifles was not given up. So on February 15 the force set out for 
Marobi via the Dwa Tangi. .This place is at the junction of two streams, 
the Baddar Toi from Kanigurram, and the Dara Toi from Makin. Picquets 
were established in the dark, Dara Toi East and Oxford Circus, and the 
main columns passed through the tangi without much opposition, and up 
the Dara Toi to Marobi where camp was pitched on Kach areas in the river 
bed. On the following day despite continuous harassing by the enemy 
Tauda China was reached, the fighting of the two days costing us thirty-seven 
casualties. The intense cold still continued. 

Tauda China camp· was situated on the southern end of a fine rolling 
raghza or plain which ran north wards to the· area which has now become 

,the present Razmak. On its west side was the Tauda China stream coming 
down from the nocth into the Dara Toi. To the west lay the scattered 
populated district Imown as Mal.in and immediately beyond this, running 
from north to south, lay the snow covered mouutains with Pir Ghal rising 
to a height of 11,500 feet. The establishment of permanent picquets for 
the protection of the camp and for the purpose of carrying out punitive 
operationswas proceeded with, important ones to the north-west and south
we~t being Tree Hill and Split Hill respectively. The former was close up to 
Makin and was separated from camp by some difficult ground; its establish
ment during the night was prolonged through the party missing their objec~ 
tive. It received constant attention from the enemy during our stay here. 

fJ.'he country consisted of high' rocky wooded hills with cultivated 
terraces on the lower slopes and various villages occupying the open spaces 
at their feet. Towers of defence existed in large numbers. It was, there
fore, a most difficult country to fight in, and offered ideal cover to the 
tribesmen, who knew every inch of it. On the 17th a wood-cutting party 
was attacked; the enemy were driven off, but taking shelter in a demolished 
village continued to harass us until driven from it into the wood-covered 
vicinity. It waS found impossible to remove our wounded from the village 
until dark; this was eventually done, but at a cost of forty-seven casualties. 
It may be said here that to leave a wounded man out was to condemn him 
to certain death at the hands of the enemy, and his body to mutilation. 
The tribesmen have no use for wounded, and the method they adopt for 
putting a dead 'foe to their credit is not a nice one. . 
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F.rom the 17th to 19th village and town destruction as p~nitivemeasures 
was entered upon; but it proved to be a most difficult proceeding, owing 
to the attentions of the enemy and to the difficulty in keeping them at a 
distance during house demolition, through the nature of the country. These 
and ensuing operations cost us 237 casualties, the removal of the wounded 
over the terraced cultivated areas being a most difficult matter. The too 
early firing of houses before arrangements have been made for the with
drawal gives rise to smoke which veils the following up tactics so usual to 
the enemy and also interferes with the covering artillery fire. This 
accounted for a greater casualty list in the earlier operations of destruction 
than in the later ones when we had learned by experience. In these 
operations round Makin some fifty-one towers and 450 important houses 
were destroyed. Destruction of the more distant towers offered good 
practice for the artillery, but it was expensive in ammunition, as their 
solid construction demanded several hits before they came toppling down. 
One imposing tower known to us as "Eddystone" was destroyed by the 
fire of our small mountain howitzers at a range of 4,700 yards at a cost of 
ten rounds which was considered cheap. Though so solidly constructed 
that they might have been expected to stand the weight of a cathedral spire, 
yet one of them at Kotkai occupied by a picquet collapsed and cost us 
fifteen killed and seven injured. But this was due to an excess of sandbags 
on a roof already weakened by rain. 

Whilst at Tauda China, the enemy intimated that they would hand in 
the number of rifles demanded so as to stop our advance against Kanigurram. 
But owing to difficulties in collection only a portion were brought in, many 
of them being without bolts and magazines. r:L'he arrangements for the 
jirga for the handing in of the rifles were somewhat marred by the untimely 
arrival oC one of onr aeroplanes, whose" crew" seeing a fine target in a 
collection of the enemy advancing on the· camp with rifles promptly came 
down and started machine gunning them, to their very natural annoyance 
and that of our General Officer Commandiug who was doing his best to 
encourage them to come in. However apparently little damage was done, 
and the speedy exhibition of the Popham panel for" Get out" sent the 
over zealous airman back 011 his fifty miles' flight to his breakfast at Mian 
Wali. Apparently, as we learned afterwards, he· had returned from leave 
too late the night before to know of the instructions that had been issued 
for the jirga at Makin on the morrow. 

Considerable annoyance and Q.istress to us had been caused by the action 
of enemy followfilrs in desecrating the graves of our dead, especially tbe 
Christian ones, the bodies being dug up and robbed of their clothing and 
blanket shrouds as well as being mutilated. It became therefore the policy 
when burial took place to avoid leaving any indication of where a grave was 
situated by taking all possible steps to obliterate its site. In the case of 
an officer, the: burial on the Tauda China Raghza took place in the dusk 
and a company of infantry was marched backwards and forwards over the 
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grave area until there was no appearance of any freshly dug ~grave. In 
addition it was resolved, if possible, to get our own back for some of these 
previous acts of the enemy, and to this purpose a grave was dug and in it 
was interred with due ceremony in the daylight a "corpse" consisting 6f 
explosive carefully shrouded in a blanket in such a manner as would more 
than compensate for his labours anyone possessed of an antiquarian's desire 
for knowledge. The" grave" was carefully filled in and suitably marked 
foraH who came hereafter to see. The insatiable curiosity of the Mahsud 
was heard by us to be satisfied to the full within half an hour of our with
drawal from the camp .. Later information told us that eight casualties had 
been incurred, seven men being blown to pieces. 

As the withdrawal from Makin was not likely to be accomplished in the 
ordinary way without a considerable number of casualties, special precau
tions were taken to avoid any information of its taking place from reaching 
the enemy. No visible preparations were made until after dark, and picquets 
were not withdrawn till the last m·oment under cover of darkness. Exti.'eme 
precaution, ingenuity.and vigilance on the part of the picquet commanders 
wasnecessary to avoid contact with the enemy, especially in the case of 
Split Hill and Tree Hill picquets which were usually carefully watched and 
attended to by snipers between the picquets and the camp, and it was 
greatly to their credit that we were able to get away from camp without 
our move having been detected till too late to bring· any pressure to bear. 
Our only casualties were in the withdrawal of a river-side picquet, a small 
party being caught by the enemy during the process of getting down into 
the river bed whilst out of range of. the covering troops. This cost us two 
killed and six prisoners, together of course with their rifles and ammunition, 
which were much more valuable prizes. The prisoners themselves were 
returned to us later. 

On the night of March 1 we encamped at Dwa Toi ready for our advance 
up the Baddar Toi to Kanigurram. Occupation of two strong points up 
stream as permanent picquets had been previously carried out by troops at 
Piazza, so on March 3, under cover of darkness the column set out. 
Another tangi had to be passed through, the rugged and steep bush 
covered slopes making possible a most formidable opposition. A strong 
enemy fire was opened on our troops before dawn, but the steady· advance 
up :the river had disheartened him and evell-tually resulted in our securing 
the It Dam," a prominent projecting spur which, however, was subject to 
heavy enemy sniping from wooded cover. This was eventually.searched 
and cleared by shrapnel from the howitzers firing from under cover. 

But the heart had gone out of the enemy opposition, and we were able to 
reach and occupy Ladha Camp-an island in the river bed-though he con
tiuued to harass US severely with his Rniping from under cover of'the wooded 
slppes. On the next day camp :was moved up to the high ground above the 
river bed tothe permanent Ladha strongpoint, and on the 6th the advance 
to Kanigurram was· resumed. A small continuous opposition occurred 
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hilt did not delay us, an.d a captp site on the opposite ~ide of the riyer and 
.800 yards east of the town .was reached. There was a certain amount' of 
sniping ahead and to the flanks during the oc<;mpationof the ground, arid 
we incurred casualties in. establishing picquets to the north-west of the 
town. Se:verl),lcamp pi~q~~tswere co:nsideredvery neces~ary in· order to 
control the sniping proclivities of the enemy. Our' casu~lties due to· him, 
since our departure from Makin only amounted to forty-eight.' . 

The town of Kanigurram :was much more deserving of its name than 
was Makin, as its houses were colIected together .. They were situated it;! 
terraces on a steeply sloping ri~ge on the north side of the river, and 60n

,sisted for the most part of flat-topped houses of sun-bake~ brick. The 
town had been reportE1d completelyqestroyed by the bombing of aeroplanes, 
but it was still standing pretty intact when we arrived there, save forh.oles 
in a few ~oofs. .Bombing is an expensive method to use for the destruction 
of mud-built houses. The town was almost empty when we went into it, 
and any contents of value it may have had had been removed, though 
doubtless some of its inhabitants came back at night. The inhabitants are 
principally Urmars-cnot Mahsuds~tho,ugh it is regarded as the capital ·of 
the couo.try, and the Mahsud assemblies are held there, at the e~pense of 
the Urmars.lt is an important commercial centre with a large bazaar, 
and several rifle, and knife factories. 

'The weatber was ~old and wintl'y"heavy snow falling on the 13th 
and 14th, which J,eft the camp very wet when the snow melted. On the 
18th we experienced a violent thunderstorm, and two sentries were struck 
'l'hese trying con~itions interrupted the convoys and caused a good deal 
of discomfort..Wf1 continued to. receive a certain amount of attention from 
the snipers,!j.ndone of our: few RO.R.'s,a howitzer gunner, was unfortun
ately hit in the abdomen whilst playing cards in his tent, and succumbed. 
He was the only B.O.R. casualty dueto enemy action, the howitzer section 
being the only actual British fighti!ng unit with the column.. '. 

A jirga was held just on the bOl:ders 01 the camp on March 21, as a 
result of which rifles now began to come in from the enemy, and most 
of the tribes began to make genuine efforts to pay up. But certain out~ 
side sections in the uppel' reaches~f the Baddar Toi were i still defiant, and 
so pnnitiv(loperations were undertake,u..3Jgainlltthemoll April 6 to 8 by a 
colllmQ,coJ;lsisting of si~guns,2,6QO rifles and 2,000 animals .. Some towers, 
vill~ges and property were destroyed before the colu~n returned to Kani
g1)lrr~m with a loss. of some 'sixty casualties. Whilst the column was out, 
the. remainder shiftedcalI\p to abet,ter si te o~ ther;lOrth side of the river, 
slightly further to the east, and,!llade jtready for them on their return. 

During the stay at Kanigurram the troops .were able to get a much 
needed rest, and to cleanse QleJ:1lsel'ies, .ana repair the ravages of the cam
paign. Supplies of .hot wi\l~E)'r''Yere. arranged at. \1. central bathing 
establishment instituted on the river bank, the water was heated in 
e;mptykerosene, tins placE)dOl}: fire trenches converging; to a .central 
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chimney. Lice were fairly prevalent, and attempts had been mad9 
to keep them 'under by individual boiling of clothing whenever 
possible, hot cresol batbs for the under-garments, and vermijelly and 
N.C.I. powder for body application. An attempt was also made to 
start an hot-air cbamber for disinfecting purposes. This. was constructed 
by the sappers by hollowing out a chamber in a terrace of one of the 
cultivated patches, and fitting a blanket door. Charcoal braziers were 
our source of beat, but it took some days before we could get a bea,t 
approaching that considered sufficient to warrant a test. However,such 
a temperature was reached, and a party of Gurkhas were marched down 
and bathed whilst tbeir garments were being" disinfected." The process' 
was probably a trifle prolonged, in order to make a certainty of it. 
The Gurkhas went away in their treated garments laughing and joking 
and full of hope that they were now free from a pest which disturbed 
their slumbers. But it was an infuriated party that came down to the 
bathing place the following morning vowing vengeance, as they had had 
a worse night than ever before and were" more alive than ever." For 
what had happened was that though the requisite temperature had been 
indicated on the thermometer in the doorway, it was a mO'ist heat and 
not a dry one, the moisture being supplied from the earthen walls of 
the chamber cut into the soil at the foot of slopes which were saturated 
with the moisture coming from the higher ground. Such an atmosphere 
was an ideal one for hatching out the eggs which their garments contained 
in great numbers. We lived and learned. 

A Civil dispensary was set up in an adjoining building and a con
siderable number of sick inhabitants were treated there, and the powers 
of the medical attendants to heal were somewhat overtaxed. One 
unfortunate patIent was an old woman whose hand had been blown off as 
a result of a booby trap we had set. Our signal communications were 
continually being cut at night, despite all precautions, and many traps were 
set to try and catch out the individuals. In this case a box of explosive 
was the bait which was apparently taken by the old woman out of pure 
curiosity. 

'l'he inhabitants were in somewhat parlous state as regards their food 
supplies-especially meat-and when we were disposing of our dead camels 
and mules which had succumbed to enemy bullets or had to be l,illed, a 
request was sent in that they might be allowed to have the carcases as food 
in lieu of merely the savoury smell of roast flesh which was wafted over to 
them in the process of destruction by burning. As at that time it was not 
our policy to feed the enemy, this request was very definitely refused unless 
the rifles were ,forthcoming, 

Much valuable survey work was carried out during the period of wait
ing, and a graded motor road was constructed on the cliff top to-near 
Ladha Camp. 

By the end of April combined opposition had practically ceased, and 
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the column withdrew from Kanigurram to Ladha strong poiut. After 
laying out and arranging for a permanent camp here, the column broke up 
on May 7, leaving a brigade of infantry and a battery of artillery to 
garrison it. And so ended a campaign of a magnitude and severity not 
before experienced on the frontier and carried out by a force composed 
almost entirely of Indian troops. Our total casualties due to enemy action 
were nearly 2,300, of which about 70 were amongst British officers, 29 of 
them being killed. Our sick casualties were much better than in previous 
campaigns ,and amounted to 2,000 Indian and·42 British. The proportion 
of killed to wounded amongst the British officers was 1 to 1'3 and 
amongst Indian ranks 1 to 3. 
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